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SmartGate Features
DLP & PATTERN MATCHING
The SmartGate DLP engine will scan outgoing emails and quickly analyse them
against a set of policies and assess if the email and/or any attachments pose a
potential security risk to the organisation. Where a risk is identified, SmartGate will
quarantine the email and allow user or administrator to release. The engine has
a customisable policy set which allows organisations to increase or decrease the
amount of DLP risk and control that is placed on organisations communication.

ANTI-SPAM
SmartGate Anti-Spam a variety of spam-detection techniques to successfully identify
spam email content. It uses a wide variety of local and network tests to identify
spam signatures, making it harder for spammers to identify any one aspect to which
they can craft their messages to work around. SmartGate Anti-Spam requires very
little configuration, and you do not need to continually update mail accounts and
mail servers as you do in other anti-spam offerings.

THREAT PROTECTION
SmartGate Anti-Virus includes leading web threat analysis technology to effectively
identify emails that contain malicious URLs and delivers zero-day protection against
the latest threats. SmartGate utilises a widely used anti-virus engine employing a
range of intelligent security features used to interrogate and identify malicious email
messages in real-time to ensure your organisation is always safe.

ENCRYPTION
SmartGate Encryption automatically encrypts email at the mail gateway, adding an additional
layer of protection to your information. SmartGate encryption is built to very high security
standards, using the latest S/MIME encryption, as set by the GCSB and other security
agencies. It provides robust protection to all corporations and organisations, to ensure
emails cannot be intercepted, hacked, spoofed or read during transit over public networks.
SmartGate encryption is a fully capable solution which is easy to implement, and requires no
user interaction, making it simple, and effective.

MANAGEMENT & REPORTING
SmartGate provides exceptional visibility through comprehensive and detailed
reports to provide you with information on your organisation’s email activity. Use
reports to assess the where email traffic is generated from, how many threats are
being received, and analyse which policies are being triggered. Schedule reports to
be distributed regularly to designated recipients by email, or publish reports into
multiple formats for printing or distribution.

Protect your organisations
communications from data loss,
viruses, spam, and cyber threats easily
from one platform.
SmartGate is a leading edge gateway content
management filter, designed to provide high
grade business and enterprise email protection
against growing email threats by cyber criminals,
competitors and email misuse by staff.
SmartGate provides robust and
government grade email security system
through a low cost, scalable model – that
includes threat intelligence, encryption,
virus, malware and data loss prevention
tools that provide high grade protection.
SmartGate was originally developed for
Government departments and therefore
has security robustness and
functionality that is second to none.
SmartGate also meets all current accepted
security standards and practices.

THE FACTS

88%

88 % of companies
experience data loss.

53%

Only 53% of employees
recieve sensitive
company data via email.

32%

Only 32% of companies
have DLP protection.
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Liverton Technology Group aims to
develop creative and innovative
solutions to improve the quality of
technology for our customers.
We have developed a range of
products for various markets around
the world.
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